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Hello and welcome to the wonder of homeopathy!   
Homeopathy is truly life changing. It has changed my life and I have 2 
beautiful healthy daughters as proof! 

I was diagnosed with endometriosis, cystic ovaries and infertility 
before I saw a classical homeopath. I began my quest with study and 
professional guidance in nutrition followed by consultation with every 
alternative practitioner to whom I was referred. 

It wasn’t until my peculiar 2-hour consultation with a classical 
homeopathy that my “diseases” disappeared and my fertility was restored. 
My daughters were soon born a mere 15 months apart. I have been both 
intrigued and motivated to study and teach homeopathy ever since. I love 
my work and would love to share with you some personal testimonials to 
a variety of ailments I’ve addressed, including: ADD, Bi-Polar diagnoses, 
depression, behavior disorders, allergies, tic fever, blood poisoning, 
birthing trauma, rheumatoid arthritis, high cholesterol, high blood 
pressure, hormonal issues from menopause to infertility, chronic fatigue, 
pain from surgeries and burns, psoriasis, rage, rape, abuse, and the 
behaviors and pathologies associated with these ailments. 

My girls in their 18 years at home never had a cavity, never needed 
an antibiotic, anti-histamine or an aspirin! We ate as good a quality of 
food we could raise or afford and avoided most sugary foods. 

Homeopathy is wonderful. I hope you benefit from one of the most 
documented, scientifically-proven health sciences available today. 

Shared in Sincerity, 

Ellen Fowler Bench, D.Hom., H.M.C. 
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July 11, 2016 
 
Dearest Ellen, 
 
Here some lines to provide feedback on the latest remedy (MAG.M/MAG 1 CMB) 
that I used while traveling to Venezuela.  
Long story short, I love it!!! I took it when I was feeling anxious/worried, specially 
anticipating any reaction from my mom because I wanted to sleep over at my dad’s 
or whatever. I didn’t react mentally or emotionally towards my mom’s actions, it 
didn’t affect me if she was upset or not. I was able to keep my grounding, have 
compassion towards her and do what I wanted to do. I honestly believe I haven’t 
had that feeling of grounding and easy in my whole life, I always had so much fear, 
anger and judgment. It has been liberating to observe but not react. AMAZING! 
THANK YOU! 
 
Also, I have noticed that Daniel and I reconnected during and still after the trip. I am 
enjoying more his presence and sharing with him. When you asked me last session 
how were things with my husband, I said like a rollercoaster up and down, which 
has been the case, however, I was so focus on my mom stuff that I forgot to share a 
few important facts.  
The truth is that the relationship was more down than up, from my perspective I 
saw: absence of help in the house, very minimum financial support and not justified 
jealousy. All very irritating things because I felt I was doing it all AND getting a man 
jealous for really no reason but his own insecurity, so that irritated me even more! 
We came back and since we have been more connected I told him that we needed to 
sit and lay out a household budget, that he needed to drastically increase his pay 
check because a couple of hundred dollars per pay check wont do it. And we did! 
Even better without fighting!! It may sound silly but you have no idea how much 
tension the financial conversation has generated over the years between us.  
 
Now, what I feel is pending is working on his jealousy, that needs immediate 
attention, he checks my emails, my phone and throws tantrums without success 
because of course there is nothing to be found. Sometimes I laugh and others it 
pisses me off. I believe that if that energy is effectively used instead of wasted he 
could be creating amazing things, don’t you think? Is there a remedy for that? Please 
let me know your thoughts. 
 
Much love and gratitude to you always, 
Fe 
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Toothpaste Testimonial 

From: a 133@vfemail.net) 
Sent: Wed 6/18/14 9:54 PM 

To: homeopathellen@hotmail.com 

Hello, 

Here is a testimony for Ellen's toothpaste. You can post it, but if you do, I ask you to keep my name/state anonymous. You can use 
an alias name/state if you want to. Here it is: 

I have been using Ellen's toothpaste for a number of weeks now and I absolutely love it! It tastes fantastic and I especially love 

the fact that it doesn't contain anything known to be certainly or possibly harmful like with over 95% of the toothpastes on the 

market. I trust Ellen 's expertise on health and am very glad to have not just any ordinary toothpaste that merely prevents dental 

problems, but one that actively promotes good oral health due to the powerful homeopathic and non-homeopathic ingredients 

that she uses. 

Sincerely, 

6/19/2014 I0:36AM 
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